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 2 Welcome 

             In this edition From the editor 

Alexandra Schlotterbeck 

 
 

Dear members, 

Welcome to another edition of the  

AAGT newsletter. Spring is certainly  

a theme for those of us in the Northern hemisphere. Longer daylight 

hours, more sunshine and nature in bloom are helping to add a spring to 

my step and to lighten the mood. Regarding AAGT activities, there are 

similarly many seeds which were planted a while ago that are growing 

and becoming a sharper figure day by day.  The AAGT annual general 

meeting in June is mentioned as well as the AAGT biennial conference in 

partnership with EAGT in 2016.  I’m sure that members are also busy 

planning or doing and I welcome hearing all about these activities in the 

next newsletter edition which will come out at the end of July 2015. Do 

share your news by emailing: Alexandra@gestalt.uk.com.  

In the meantime I wish you lots of positive energy both for new and old 

projects. 

Alex 
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Dear Members, 

Spring is finally (finally!) starting to arrive here in New York City. The daffodils and pan-

sies are blooming and the streets are alive with bikers and rollerbladers and skate-

boarders and walkers and tourists. 

Lots of exciting things are starting to bloom around AAGT, too! Planning for our bi-

annual conference in Sicily in September of 2016 is just budding as we work with the 

EAGT to grow our first-ever joint conference!  More information will be out soon as to 

planning committees you can join, schedule and programming and all sorts of events.  

For now, mark your calendars to be in Taormina Sept 23 - 25 2016!  

Plans are flowering for our upcoming Annual General Membership meeting, too!  

Please join us at Kean University in New Jersey on June 13th and 14th to take an active 

part in the ongoing experiment that is AAGT!  We will be continuing to look at how to grow our internationality, 

at the relationship of the AAGT to our regions, at developing our interest groups, increasing our online presence 

and opportunities and much more!  We’d love to have you there!  And come for the Friday and Saturday, (June 

12th and 13th) before the meeting to join us Northeastern US’ers for our regional conference "Living as Part of 

the Whole: Self in Community, Community in Self. “  

It’s time for the Spring annual membership renewal, too, so don’t forget to go our website: www.aagt.org to 

renew your AAGT membership online and stay in the loop for all conference and event information.   

I look forward to connecting in person with many of you in New Jersey.  Also, I am always glad to talk with AAGT 

members who have any ideas, questions, concerns about our ‘associating and advancing’, so don’t hesitate to 

contact me! 

Greetings from the President 

Patricia Tucker 
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Greetings from the President—Elect 

Dear Colleagues 

I realise, as I sit down to write this, how awkward I feel doing this newsletter piece. Partly 
this is because, as president elect, I don’t have a specific task so nothing to report on to you 
all. Partly it is because I feel strange addressing a letter to people only a few of whom I 
know.  And I don’t find writing easy. I put it off and put it off…I have learnt that I best get 
through my resistance to putting pen to paper when I am walking. The ideas and even sen-
tences seem to come then. So I am writing this having just returned from walking my dog, 
Dhoste, in a local wood that is called Shorthorn Wood. Why this is so, I have no idea, and it 
is on my to-do list to find out how a small wood in Worcestershire came to be named after 
a quintessentially US breed of cattle. The wood was originally a plantation of cherry trees, 
and is now owned by a local, and aging lawyer and his wife, who see it their legacy, tending 
it and allowing whoever wants to, to walk (or horse ride) there. 

 

Anna Bacik said to me recently that leaving the AAGT Board after many years of service, she now feels like she is 
‘outside the tent’. I think I know what she means: I feel the obverse, inside a tent in which we, the board attend to 
the business, and have frequent email conversations, only occasionally, like now, lifting the flap to look out.  I have 
been thinking, as before, of how we maintain our community between conferences (and looking forward to the US 
NE regional conference and AAGT AGM, as a time for some of us to be together in the flesh).  I know that Interest 
Groups is one way that we can stay in touch, and that is not the same as coming together as a community.  I am be-
ginning to frame this as ‘how to keep the conversation going’.  

 

And then there is Sicily. Preparations for the AAGT-EAGT conference are starting to gather pace, as you will be 
aware.  This is a demanding time for some our colleagues as we find, not surprisingly, that AAGT and EAGT have 
different ways of doing things. That is one of the attractive aspects of this joint conference to me: the meeting and 
collaboration between our two very different associations.  What I think we have the opportunity to do is experi-
ment with how two organisations with a common interest, but different functions and practices, can design forms of 
meeting in which these different forms and practices can come together creatively. What I hope we don’t do is a 
conference that is simply a joined-forces conference, with us doing those things that are central to our identity 
(community meetings, process groups, expressing the Covenant of Community) alongside a programme of work-
shops and presentations.  

 

I am creating a new asparagus bed this year, (I am reminded of this, because although it is now 8.00pm, it is still light 
outside and the blackbird is singing his heart out, and I am drawn to going into my garden.). This in turn makes me 
think that there will be other gardeners among us, and I hope your sowing and planting (and in the Southern hemi-
sphere, harvesting and eating!) is going well. 

Dhoste by the way is Hindi for companion, mate, pal. 

All the best  

Toni  

Toni Gilligan 
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SAVE THE DATE! 

AAGT AGM 

Annual General Membership meeting at 

Kean University in New Jersey  

on June 13th and 14th ( immediately following the US 

Northeast Regional Mini Conference 

  

 

PLEASE JOIN  US 

Let your voice be heard! Join the AAGT board in 

building our community, increasing our internationality 

and diversity and planning our future. 
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Proposed Agm Agenda 

 1. Exploring and Increasing our Internationality 

2. Advancing Gestalt Therapy through reaching out to new Regions 

3. Task Force on the relationship between AAGT and the Regions report and progress 

4. Interest Group Development 

5. Planning and participation in our next Bi-Annual conference (in Taormina, Sicily, September 2016) 

6. Increasing our Web-based Presence 

7. Review and Adoption of updated Board position job descriptions 

8. Scholarship Fund Report 

9. Regional Development Fund Report 

10. Treasurer’s Report 

11. Membership Report 

12. Organizational Membership Report 

13. Board Elections – Open Positions 

Association Archivist – 3 year term 

Membership Chairperson(s) – 2 year term 

 

14. Board Appointments – Open Positions 

Continuing Education Officer – 3 year term 

Associate Continuing Education Officer – Term of office consistent with that of CE Officer. 

15. Welcoming Toni Gilligan as Vice President 

16. Saying ‘Thank you’ to Gail Feinstein who leaves the Board but not AAGT! 
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AAGT Interest Groups 

Daniel Bak and Bob Witchel, Interest Group Co-Chairs 

Interest Groups Seeking Members 
We are excited to announce two Interest Groups that are seeking members: 
(1) Gestalt Group Therapy IG, 
(2) Social Intervention in Communities 
The descriptions are listed below. 
Gestalt Group Therapy IG  
Hello my name is Laura Carite. I am brand new to AAGT and I am looking forward to exploring Gestalt theory 
and therapy with this organization. I am interested in forming an interest group for Gestalt Group Therapy. 
Group therapy may in fact be the wave of the future as insurance companies reduce mental health coverage. 
Are you interested in group? To join this group, all you need is interest. Perhaps this interest group can be help-
ful in getting you started in running your own groups. Group is a lively, exciting format for client and therapist. 
Gestalt Group Therapy IG description 
This group is formed to bring together Practitioners who are currently doing Gestalt Group therapy or have an 
interest in Gestalt Groups. The purpose is to create a forum for discussing Gestalt group therapy theory, struc-
ture, interventions and styles. This group will also serve as a means to strengthen this modality within the Ge-
stalt community and, if there is interest, further study or writing about Gestalt group therapy. In true Gestalt 
form we will follow what emerges from our interest. Contact me, Laura Carite, at restoremind-
body@optonline.net or 973-601-7788 
Social Interventions in Communities 
Co-Chairs: Dominique Chabre and Patricia Tucker 
 
This Interest Group seeks to bring together Gestalt practitioners who are bringing Gestalt-based work into their 
communities.  The purpose of the Interest Group is to share ideas, support each other's projects and develop 
some fund-raising mechanisms to allow more Gestaltists to bring Gestalt therapy to underserved popula-
tions.  Gestalt therapy is an effective tool for social interventions in communities because it brings together the 
field -- persons-in-context --, the respect for the whole person's individual experience and interpersonal rela-
tionships.  
 
If you are interested in joining or gaining more information about this Interest Group contact Patricia at: 
ptucker451@gmail.com or Domi at: dominique.chabre@gmail.com 
 
We continue to explore ways to revitalize Interest Groups (IGs) in AAGT. We are excited that Laura Carite, Do-

mi Chabre and Patricia Tucker have stepped forward and created ideas for two IGs. We hope their energy will 

encourage others to join them in their IGs as well as inspire you to volunteer to become a Chair and/or Co-Chair 

of a specific Interest Group you would like to create. 

Another grassroots approach is for you to express a specific interest you have to become a participant in an IG 

even if you do not feel ready to take on the task of being a Chair / Co-chair. We will help connect you with oth-

ers who may have a similar interest. We also plan to contact specific members to see if you would be interested 

in initiating an IG. We welcome your ideas, feedback, and suggestions on how we can further revitalize IGs. 

 

General Information on Interest Groups in AAGT 

Interest groups were and can again become vital to the functioning of AAGT, and provide an opportunity for 

members to engage each other in a more on-going way. Interest Groups (IGs) are created by and for persons 

with similar interests so they can communicate and network. In the past, IGs were focused on AAGT's internal 

functioning, while other IGs focused on Gestalt Therapy theory, types of clients or client issues, while other IGs 

focused on community concerns and networking. 

 

Continued on next page 

mailto:ptucker451@gmail.com
mailto:dominique.chabre@gmail.com
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Below you will find: 

a preliminary list of potential AAGT Interest Group topics, based on the recent survey of AAGT members, and 

roles and responsibilities of IG Chairs/Co-Chairs  

1. We hope you have a curiosity about one or more of the following Interest Group topics:  

Gestalt Theory (development, discussion, etc.) 

Physical Process 

Gestalt Dream work and other creative approaches/experiments 

Gestalt and working with children, adolescents and couples/families 

Gestalt and working with couples/families 

Working in Organizations, including building coaching skills 

LGBT 

Diversity/intercultural 

Addiction  

Becoming a Gestalt Therapist / early career therapist  

The Aging Therapist 

Trauma 

Gestalt: Outdoors and Adventure-based  

 

2.  Roles and Responsibilities of a Specific Interest Group Chair/Co-chair 

Using the AAGT “Covenant of Community” and the AAGT “Constitution and Bylaws” as ground for Interest Groups 

(IGs), we offer the following guide for roles and responsibilities of an Interest Group Chair/Co-chair. As self-

regulation, on-going organic process of Gestalt formation and completion, and inclusionary decision-making are 

significant tenets of Gestalt Therapy and AAGT, the explicit roles and responsibilities of an IG Chair/Co-Chair will be 

determined by members of a given IG, and the following serves as a guide:  

Volunteer to serve as an Interest Group Chair/Co-Chair, and provide a topic for and initial description of an In-

terest Group (e.g., Addiction, Physical Process, Dream work, LGBTQ). 

 

Through dialogue, support the awareness of the Interest Group among AAGT membership, with support and 

guidance from the Interest Group Co-chairs (Daniel Bak and Bob Witchel). If an Interest Group is an open 

group, continue to find ways of expanding the awareness of the IG amongst the membership. 

 

By engaging Interest Group members, explore methods for the Interest Group to interact such as, online com-

munication (create a Circle on AAGT Website, email listserv, Skype, Facebook), or face-to-face meetings at 

and between workshops. 

 

Facilitate the creation of short and long-term goals for the Interest Group, with support (if needed) from Inter-

est Group Co-chairs (Daniel Bak and Bob Witchel). 

 

Dialogue with Interest Group Co-Chairs (Daniel Bak and Bob Witchel) about ways they can provide guidance 

and leadership for the Interest Group’s success and its’ contribution to the AAGT International Community.  

For further information about Interest Groups please contact IG Co-Chairs - Daniel Bak dbak@gestalt.waw.pl and/
or Bob Witchel bwitchel@iup.edu. We are available to respond to questions, for guidance and support, and help 
with stimulating the awareness of an IG’s development. Also, see “AAGT Interest Group” Facebook page. 
 
  

AAGT Interest Groups Continued……… 

mailto:dbak@gestalt.waw.pl
mailto:bwitchel@iup.edu
https://www.facebook.com/InterestGroupsAAGT
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Membership News & Notes 

                It hardly seems possible that we are nearly eight months away from our successful conference 2014 

at Asilomar in California, USA. Looking back, it is worthy to note that AAGT hosted people from 24 nations. 

While the majority of the 232 participants were from North America, it is exciting to know that we had partici-

pants from 21 other countries. 

                   AAGT enjoyed the contributions of 17 conference sponsors and 43 sponsor affiliates. Also sup-

porting the conference efforts were 3/4 of our 24 organizational members who sent a representative to par-

ticipate in the conference proceedings in a variety of functions. 

                   The current membership enrollment is 287. While primarily professionals, in some capacity, we 

have 31 student members --  always a welcome group. We hope that during the next AGM in June, 2015 on a 

university campus, we can address creating new incentives to increase the student numbers. We also want to 

address how to encourage students to sustain their interest and participation in AAGT. 
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Membership Continued……. 
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 The AAGT Scholarship Fund 
 

 “Spring, the sweet spring, is the year's pleasant king; 

Then blooms each thing, then maids dance in a ring, 

Cold doth not sting, the pretty birds do sing. 

Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo!” * 

 

Thanks to all of you who have generously contributed to the Scholarship Fund, this Spring season we will 

be able to provide financial assistance to participants at the following conferences who otherwise could 

not attend. 

International Research Conference: 

The Challenge of Establishing a Research Tradition For Gestalt Therapy, Part 2 

May 27-30, 2015   

GISC, Wellfleet, Cape Cod , MA 

 

AAGT NE Regional Conference 

Living as Part of the Whole:  Self in Community, Community in Self 

June 12-13, 2015 

Campus of Kean University in Union, NJ 

If you would like to apply for a grant to attend either of those con-

ferences, please go to this link https://www.aagt.org/

scholarship_fund_regional/ for the application form where you will 

find a list of our criteria as well as the deadlines for submissions.  Please be aware that grants for the In-

ternational Research Conference have a limit of 250 USD each.  

 

Please consider a donation to the AAGT Scholarship Fund so that we may continue with our tradition of 

helping persons who are financially challenged to attend our conferences. 

No matter the size it will be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you. 

The AAGT Scholarship Fund Committee 

Adam Kincel and Dominique Chabre, co-chairs 

Bud Feder, Cathy Gray and Ariel Valenzuela, members. 

 

* Thomas Nashe, Summer's Last Will and Testament (1600) 

 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YYK2iWKMIwDUD-PooCJyK7LNytDwfQr7VCZNdumw3IgktbjLULooDuo0UH_5JI0yHcnIfeHlWAQvRENG-656YnNjLgjxixV6ESKtzyNozIz8xgqegaI6eNUYzbgBEcan-YUxZhXO4EvSCGANIF1cviDbqz7V90REDL2zl96KbI4QVngCOK355TzCBKU55f1Zqmbrrl9vtLGinzOjoBOf8NxRhL1-z5VRrSAr
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YYK2iWKMIwDUD-PooCJyK7LNytDwfQr7VCZNdumw3IgktbjLULooDuo0UH_5JI0yHcnIfeHlWAQvRENG-656YnNjLgjxixV6ESKtzyNozIz8xgqegaI6eNUYzbgBEcan-YUxZhXO4EvSCGANIF1cviDbqz7V90REDL2zl96KbI4QVngCOK355TzCBKU55f1Zqmbrrl9vtLGinzOjoBOf8NxRhL1-z5VRrSAr
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YYK2iWKMIwDUD-PooCJyK7LNytDwfQr7VCZNdumw3IgktbjLULooDuo0UH_5JI0yHcnIfeHlWAQvRENG-656YnNjLgjxixV6ESKtzyNozIz8xgqegaI6eNUYzbgBEcan-YUxZhXO4EvSCGANIF1cviDbqz7V90REDL2zl96KbI4QVngCOK355TzCBKU55f1Zqmbrrl9vtLGinzOjoBOf8NxRhL1-z5VRrSAr
https://www.aagt.org/scholarship_fund_regional/
https://www.aagt.org/scholarship_fund_regional/
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Gestalt Leaders’ Conference 

This March’s Gestalt Leaders’ Conference in Geetbets, Belgium brought together a multi-talented group 

of Gestalt trainers from the UK, Bulgaria, Poland, The Netherlands, Hungary, Norway, Belgium, Sweden, 

France and the US.  During our 4 days together at the beautiful Heerlijckyt van Elsmeren we shared a 

great deal of the joys and the difficulties in training Gestalt therapists. What a wonderful opportunity to 

share the joys and the challenges of training Gestalt therapists! Together we shared the structure of our 

programs, the varied ways we teach essential elements of Gestalt theory such as field and self, how we 

supervise, how we teach and talk about diversity and a host of other topics.  Many thanks are due to 

Greet Cassiers, ErnstKnijff and Frans Meulmeester for bringing us together with such warmth and grace.  

For me, it’s a rare moment when we can talk with others about teaching; what we teach and how we 

teach it, what excites us, what scares us and what keeps us doing it all these years!  I highly recommend 

the next conference in 2017 in Poland!  
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EMBODYING  YOUR  LOVE:  

Explorations in Intimacy for Couples 
 

Presented by Stella Resnick, PhD and Alan Kishbaugh 

  

At Esalen Institute, Big Sur, California 

 

Sunday, July 12 to Friday July 17, 2015 

  

26 CE credits   

 

Through discussion, embodied gestalt processing, and person-to-person gestalt games—present-centered 

structured exercises—we explore three levels of intimacy: emotional, physical, and sexual:  

 

* Emotional intimacy: breath awareness; self-attunement; connection.   

* Physical intimacy: interactive attunement; embodied empathy; affection.  

* Sexual intimacy: “relaxed-excitement;" the spectrum of erotic pleasures. 

 

This workshop emphasizes the body-based skills, communications, and experiences that deepen intimacy and 

expand loving pleasures between mates. We see how exploring pleasure is as much a teacher and a healing 

as working through pain.  

 

While this workshop is primarily experiential, any health professionals attending will also gain skills relevant 

to clinical practice and earn 26 CE credits. 

 

For more info, please visit: http://www.drstellaresnick.com/programs-for-couples 

To register see:  http://bit.ly/1MygszG 

 

Stella Resnick, PhD 

8484 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 260 

Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

(310)855-7565 

www.drstellaresnick.com 

http://www.drstellaresnick.com/programs-for-couples
http://bit.ly/1MygszG
http://www.drstellaresnick.com/
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Hiking and “Heart, Hearth, Earth”. 
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Your next newsletter will be published at the end of July. 

Please send contributions to Alex. Email is:  

Alexandra@gestalt.uk.com by 15th July 2015. 

 
Communications Director:   Brad Larsen Newsletter Editor: Alex Schlotterbeck Publication Guide-
lines: Articles accepted between 500 and 1500 words. Content relates to Gestalt therapy, AAGT and 
the creativity and interest of the membership. Letters to the Editor should be succinct and o the 
point. All material submitted remains the property of the Newsletter staff. Deadlines are final. Style 
can be informal, but should be good  writing. All material is subject to editing to fit the parameters 
and needs of any given issue of the Newsletter.The content herein represents the opinions of con-
tributing authors and not the opinion, policies or procedures of  
AAGT unless otherwise specified.  
 
 

 

 
Let Us Get To Know You!  


